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Avondale Primary School Relationship and Sex Education Policy 

 

This policy has been produced in response to the   

• DfES 2000 guidance for SRE /RSE 

• Sex and relationships education for the 21st century – PSHE association  

• Keeping children safe in education (2015)  

  

It recognises the need for a planned whole school approach to the teaching of RSE addressed 
through a combination of timetabled teaching time for PSHE and work covered in a cross curricular 

way (e.g. through RE and Science).  

  

Philosophy  

At Avondale we believe that Relationship and Sex Education (RSE) is lifelong learning about physical, 
moral and emotional development. In a rapidly changing world, children need to know how to keep 
themselves healthy and safe. They need to be able to feel positive about themselves, manage 
relationships and access the infrastructure of support available.  

  

RSE is about respect, love and care and the benefits of making and maintaining a stable marriage or 
relationship. We recognise that to be human is to experience sexual feelings, seek connections with 
other people and develop relationships which may be physical or non-physical.  
  

The school’s approach to RSE is to be sensitive to the age and aptitude of the children, but to be 
matter- of-fact where appropriate. It should reflect the reality of young people’s lives today, especially 
the influences of television, social media, film, our local community and young people’s literature.  
  

Where controversial topics are involved, teachers are asked to use professional judgment, and to have 
regard to this policy.  
  

Aims   

We aim to provide our pupils with an age appropriate RSE programme that is tailored to their 

physical and emotional maturity. In doing this, we acknowledge the value of contributing to a spiral 

curriculum. This curriculum should enable children to make positive choices about their sexual and 
emotional health, both now and in the future. We seek to achieve this by having three main 

elements to our programme as outlined in, “Sex and Relationship Guidance” DfEE ref 0116/2000 pg5  

 

 To deliver a relationship and sex education programme that values family life in its widest context 
but also recognises the social, cultural and religious background of pupils and other members of 
the school community. 

 To recognise, accept and reflect difference and diversity in the RSE curriculum. 

 To provide education about relationship and sex education that is delivered, both formally and 
informally, in a range of settings by a variety of people, including appropriate outside agencies, 
with a mutual comfort and confidence in its delivery. 
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 To form positive working partnerships with all those responsible for the delivery of RSE in our 
school. 

 To build on what the pupils already know, understand, think and feel, helping and enabling them 
to mature in their changing world. 

 

 

  

Jigsaw RSE Content 

The grid below shows specific RSE learning intentions for each year group in the ‘Changing Me’ Puzzle. 

Year 
Group 

Piece Number 
and Name  

Learning Intentions 
‘Pupils will be able to…’ 

FS1/2 Piece 3 Growing 
Up 

D4 - Seek out others to share experiences. Show affection and concern 
for people who are special to them 
D6 - Explain own knowledge and understanding, and ask appropriate 
questions of others 
ELG - Show sensitivity to others’ needs and feelings 

1 Piece 4 
Boys’ and Girls’ 
Bodies 

identify the parts of the body that make boys different to girls and use 
the correct names for these: penis, testicles, vagina 
 
respect my body and understand which parts are private 

2 Piece 4 
Boys’ and Girls’ 
Bodies 

recognise the physical differences between boys and girls, use the 
correct names for parts of the body (penis, testicles, vagina) and 
appreciate that some parts of my body are private 
 
tell you what I like/don’t like about being a boy/girl 

3 Piece 1  
How Babies 
Grow 

understand that in animals and humans lots of changes happen 
between conception and growing up, and that usually it is the female 
who has the baby 
 
express how I feel when I see babies or baby animals 

Piece 2  
Babies 

understand how babies grow and develop in the mother’s uterus and 
understand what a baby needs to live and grow  
 
express how I might feel if I had a new baby in my family 

Piece 3 
Outside Body 
Changes 

understand that boys’ and girls’ bodies need to change so that when 
they grow up their bodies can make babies 
 
identify how boys’ and girls’ bodies change on the outside during this 
growing up process 
 
recognise how I feel about these changes happening to me and know 
how to cope with those feelings 
 

Piece 4 
Inside Body 
Changes 

identify how boys’ and girls’ bodies change on the inside during the 
growing up process and why these changes are necessary so that their 
bodies can make babies when they grow up 
 
recognise how I feel about these changes happening to me and how to 
cope with these feelings 
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4 Piece 2 
Having A Baby 

correctly label the internal and external parts of male and female 
bodies that are necessary for making a baby 
 
understand that having a baby is a personal choice and express how I 
feel about having children when I am an adult 

Piece 3 
Girls and Puberty 

describe how a girl’s body changes in order for her to be able to have 
babies when she is an adult, and that menstruation (having periods) is a 
natural part of this 
 
know that I have strategies to help me cope with the physical and 
emotional changes I will experience during puberty 
 

5 Piece 2 
Puberty for Girls 

explain how a girl’s body changes during puberty and understand the 
importance of looking after myself physically and emotionally 
 
understand that puberty is a natural process that happens to everybody 
and that it will be OK for me 
 

Piece 3 
Puberty for Boys 
and Girls 

describe how boys’ and girls’ bodies change during puberty 

 
express how I feel about the changes that will happen to me during 
puberty 
 

Piece 4 
Conception 

understand that sexual intercourse can lead to conception and that is 
how babies are usually made  
understand that sometimes people need IVF to help them have a baby 
 
appreciate how amazing it is that human bodies can reproduce in these 
ways 
 

6 Piece 2 
Puberty 

explain how girls’ and boys’ bodies change during puberty and 
understand the importance of looking after myself physically and 
emotionally 
 
express how I feel about the changes that will happen to me during 
puberty 
 

Piece 3 
Girl Talk/Boy Talk 

ask the questions  I need answered about changes during puberty 
 
reflect on how I feel about asking the questions and about the answers I 
receive 

Piece 4 
Babies – 
Conception to 
Birth 

describe how a baby develops from conception through the nine 
months of pregnancy, and how it is born 
 
recognise how I feel when I reflect on the development and birth of a 
baby 

Piece 5 
Attraction 

understand how being physically attracted to someone changes the 
nature of the relationship   
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express how I feel about the growing independence of becoming a 
teenager and am confident that I can cope with this 

 

 
 

  

 

Planned Opportunities for the teaching of RSE:   

• Discrete PSHCE provision (Changing Me – Jigsaw Scheme of work) 

• Other Subject Areas-  for example Science and RE   

• School Activities and Events (Extra Curricular)  

• Themed Weeks e.g. Diversity Week, Life Education Van 

  

All pupils have a discretely timetabled time for PSHE of 30-45 minutes per week. In RSE different 

approaches to the groupings of the pupils may be used as appropriate.  

  

Resources  

We use Jigsaw Scheme of Work for PSHCE and RSE. 

Visitors may sometimes be used where relevant and appropriate. We believe that first-hand 

information is better than 3rd hand.  

The classroom teacher, provided with appropriate skills, is the best resource in the classroom  

  

Moral Framework  

Pupils will be taught RSE within a framework which models and encourages the following values:  

  

• Being honest with themselves and others  

• Developing a critical awareness of themselves and of others  

• Learning to show tolerance, understanding, respect and care for others  

• Developing an awareness and belief in one’s own identity  

• Having a positive attitude towards the value of stable relationships for bringing up children  

• Acknowledging and understanding diversity with regard to religion, culture and sexual 

orientation including LGBT 

  

Learning and Teaching  

It is recognised that pupils learn best in this area by active learning methods.  

These will be encouraged at all times. Active teaching approaches will be used including e.g. Circle 

Time, Games, Role Play and Discussions will be used.   

The over use of worksheets will be discouraged. Pupils will be given opportunities to rehearse the 

skills and attitudes that they need for life in the safe environment of the classroom. At all times the 

emphasis will be on the development of positive self-esteem.  

  

Assessment  

There are no levels for PSHE/RSE but assessment is necessary to determine that learning has taken 

place. A variety of activities will be used for this including:  

  

• Self-assessment  

• Peer assessment  
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• Write and Draw activities  

• Discussions and Presentations  

• Teacher assessments  

• Photographs and Video clips of work being done  

  

Pupils’ achievement will be recorded as: Below year group expectations / On track to meet year 

group expectations / Meeting year group expectations and Working at greater depth within year 

group expectations 

  

Reporting  

There is no legal requirement to report on PSHE/RSE but it is good practice to do so. This will focus 

on the skills and attitudes that the pupils have demonstrated.   

  

Support for Staff  

Class Teachers  

• All class teachers will have the opportunity to have training in areas where they feel less 

confident 

• There will be in house training arranged in some areas 

• Staff will be given access to appropriate training courses 

  

Team Approach  

• Staff professional development needs will be determined on a regular basis and the 

appropriate training will be sought to meet these needs  

• All NQTs in the team will be recruited on the basis of being part of the team and given 

additional support in this area  

• Staff will be given access to appropriate training courses  

  

There will be a dedicated member of the SLT to support the PSHE Coordinator  

  

Support for Pupils  

There may be times when individual pupils need additional help and support in this area. There will 

be provision made for this to meet individual needs.  

Pupils will be given information about school and external agencies such as the school nurse that we 

will be able to access for specialist help and support.  

 

Monitoring and Evaluation  

Monitoring and Evaluating are two very different concepts.   

  

The PSHE subject leader will evaluate the effectiveness of teaching and learning, this may include 

direct classroom observation of teaching and learning. This will also include monitoring and 

recording progress through assessment procedures.  

  

The PSHE subject leader will evaluate progress in order to identify further development priorities. 

This may include consultation with teachers and pupils to determine the effectiveness of the content 

of the subject.  
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Specific Issues Questions  

If a pupil asks a question they usually want an answer  

• Wherever possible, pupils’ questions will be answered openly and honestly, however there 

may be occasions when a teacher offers a different response.  

• The teacher may feel it inappropriate to answer in front of the whole class so may speak to 

the child individually at an appropriate time so that they can discuss the question. It may be 

advisable for a classroom support assistant or another teacher to also be present in order to 

ensure that this is not misinterpreted.  

• ‘Ask-it’ baskets will be available in all classes so that children can ask questions that they 

might not feel comfortable asking in a class situation  

• On some (rare) occasions a teacher might refuse to answer a question. If this happens they 

should give the pupil information about who might be able to answer the question. It is 

important to recognise that children often do not want a detailed answer, if they receive a 
simple answer they may ask a supplementary question but often do not. It is better that they 

get an honest answer from a teacher than a confused answer from a pupil in the playground. 

Where the teacher believes that the pupil may be at risk the school safeguarding policy will 

be followed.  

  

Equal Opportunities  

RSE will be delivered in line with the school’s equal opportunities policy within an atmosphere of 
mutual respect. Resources selected to support the programme will be free from cultural bias 
wherever possible and will avoid gender stereotyping. RSE will be available to all pupils regardless of 
gender, culture or disability.  
  

Confidentiality Policy  

Teachers should not offer complete confidentiality to pupils as some issues may be of a safeguarding 

nature and need to be referred on to the Designated Senior Lead.   

A school nurse cannot offer confidentiality if they are working with classes and groups in classrooms.  

  

Other issues.  

Personal Beliefs  

Beliefs and attitudes of teachers should not influence their teaching of RSE.  

  

Ground Rules in RSE lessons  

Teachers will always work with their class to establish appropriate ground rules for RSE lessons, for 

example  

• No one will feel forced to answer a personal question  

• No one will be forced to take part in discussions  

• Language used should be easily understood by all  

• Correct names for body parts will be used  

• Meanings of words will be explained in a simple, factual way  

  

Language  

There should be a common language for RSE so that all children are not embarrassed by, or exposed 

to, inappropriate language. Teachers will use correct biological terminology (or doctors’ words) for 

parts of the body from Reception upwards. This is also consistent with recommendations for the 

teaching in Science.  
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Pupil Involvement  

Pupils are regularly consulted about the content of the RSE scheme of work so that it can be planned 

to meet their needs  

  

Parental Involvement  

The partnership between home and school is vitally important for effective RSE work  

• All parents and carers will be informed about RSE through the school newsletter, homeschool 
agreement letters, the school web site and parent meetings. Parents will be consulted about 

developments and will be offered information evenings where needed.  

• Parents are given information about their right to withdraw their child from RSE   

     (See DfEE 0116/2000 p 26 ) 

  

Child Protection and Safeguarding  

As there may be sensitive issues raised in RSE lessons, there may be opportunities for pupils to make 

unexpected disclosures to staff. Staff are familiar with the Safeguarding Policy and are aware of the 

Designated Senior Leader. If a disclosure is made or if staff need advice they should consult with the 

DSL immediately. CPOMS will also be used to record any information and key persons alerted. 

  

Links with other initiatives and policies  

• Anti-bullying Policy  

• PSHE Policy;   

• Drug, alcohol and tobacco awareness education Policy  

• Safeguarding Policy  

• Equal Opportunities Policy (to include protected characteristics) 

• PSED policy 

  

 

To be reviewed by  

The PSHE Co-ordinator and Headteacher  

  

Policy  reviewed – January 

2018 

Policy amended – April 2018 


